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Themes and ‘I’ Statements
Outcomes

I understand the
vision and purpose of
Integrated care and
the importance of
working collaboratively

Culture:

I share many of
the same values
as other workers

Outcomes:

I am always focused
on better outcomes for
people with care and
support needs

I trust those I work with.
I respect and make
use of their skills and
specialisms and am
confident that my skills
and knowledge are
equally valued.

I work in a way
that takes account
of the whole
person, maximising
their choice and
independence

I was trained and
continue my professional
development alongside
workers from
different professional
backgrounds

I am confident there
are sufficient workers
with the right skills in
the right place at the
right time to deliver
integrated care

Culture:

Culture:

Shared spaces:

Planning

Shared spaces:

I work alongside
people, their carers,
networks and
communities drawing
on their expertise and
skills

Enablers:

I have the right
tools, processes and
systems to do my job
effectively

Culture:

I am part of a team
that is recognised
and effectively
supported by senior
managers and other
stakeholders.

Shared spaces:

I am confident to work
in different contexts,
across organisations
and in collabroation
with others

Enablers:

I use the same
language as other
workers so that we
fully understand
each other

Skills:

I have the right
skills, knowledge
and approach to
deliver lntegrated
care
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Summary
The Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements (IWIS) Framework is about people: how they are recruited, deployed
and developed to ensure quality services that meet need and are affordable. The IWIS Framework works for
partnerships, single organisations, teams and individuals. It describes ‘what good looks like’ when we are working
effectively together to deliver personalised health and social care.
This toolkit provides a structured approach to identifying what is working well and where more work is needed.
There is no one-size fits all answer to workforce questions. Partners and places will be at different points in their
journey towards integrated care. The IWIS Framework Toolkit helps you take stock and determine future priorities
and actions. We encourage you to use it flexibly and adapt it to meet your needs.
Our aspiration for the IWIS Framework is that it becomes a useful and well-used resource, facilitating conversations
between those working in health and social care workforce and service transformation leads, ensuring practice
excellence and quality in service delivery.

Planning
Culture
Enablers
Skills
Shared
Spaces
Outcomes
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Context
The current health and social care workforce in the East of England is over 280,000 (NMDS-SC/HEE).
The value of working together to ensure a seamless experience for the person receiving care and support has
always been recognised. More recently the drive for integration and co-operation has been given legislative impetus
through the Care Act (2014), the Children and Families Act (2014) and the Health and Social Care Act (2012). Health
and Well-being Boards (HWBs) were introduced, bringing together partners from the NHS, local government and
Healthwatch. HWBs are responsible for Joint Strategic Needs Assessments, analysing the health and social care
needs of their local area.
Further drivers include policy frameworks and programmes such as the Transforming Care Programme for people
with autism and/or learning disabilities, the Better Care Fund “the biggest ever financial incentive for the integration
of health and care”; the Five Year Forward View (2014) and Delivering the Forward View (2015). This last publication
requires the NHS to lead on the production of five-year Sustainability and Transformation Plans (STP), which are
place-based and will deliver the aspirations set out in the Five Year Forward View.
So legislation, policy and financial incentives have been catalysts for system-wide innovation and service
transformation. New Models of Care, Vanguards and Integration Pioneer sites are all trialling different ways of
working and new commissioning models.
An increased focus on managing complex co-morbidities will place a greater emphasis on the skills of the
generalist as will the move towards increased care provision closer to the home and in the community. …..
Over time, the boundaries between NHS, public health and social care will become more blurred. Working in
multidisciplinary teams, staff will need to be sufficiently skilled to enable them to work across sector boundaries,
including with families who have multiple and complex problems (Dept of Health (2015))
In all transformation, workforce is the common denominator. Both the STP and the Better Care Fund Plan expect
partners to jointly assess and plan for the future workforce (80% of whom are also our current workforce).
How can we ensure that we have the “the right skills, values and behaviours in sufficient numbers and in the
right locations to deliver [our] vision for transformed care?” (Delivering the Forward View: NHS planning guidance
2016/17 – 2020/21). We might add “at an achievable cost”.
The answer is to focus on supply, quality and culture: recruitment and retention; initial education; ongoing
development; career progression, leadership and management. It is also about ensuring that the mechanics and
infrastructure of our systems and processes do not undermine the ethos of collaborative working.
Workforce planning and development, then, are core parts of service transformation and need to be considered
from the beginning alongside service commissioning and financial strategy. The Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements
(IWIS) Framework facilitates this consideration.

How have the Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements been developed?
The IWIS Framework descriptors are a distillation. They draw on a wide range of sources including consultation
with the region’s local authority workforce leads, the social care private, voluntary and independent (PVI) sector,
health workforce and Better Care Fund leads. The focus has been on identifying ‘what makes a difference’ when
thinking about integrated working.
The statements reflect much of the thinking and learning that has already taken place in Vanguard and Integration
Pioneer sites and is articulated in the workforce strategies of other regions. They draw on publications and
research from health and social care organisations including Skills for Care, the Centre for Workforce Intelligence,
the Local Government Association, SCIE, Skills for Health, the Kings Fund and Think Local Act Personal. They also
draw on the Children’s Workforce Development Council work on One Children’s Workforce. These resources are
referenced in Appendix Three.
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Using the Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements Framework
The IWIS Framework can be adapted for almost any context. Some examples are given below:
Taking a strategic view of total workforce resource, capacity, resilience and effectiveness
	Developing or measuring the effectiveness of a new service (eg rapid response services, wrap-around care;
pro active population-based care planning)
	Supporting roll out and review of new roles and teams (eg safeguarding; health, housing and social care;
combined children and adult services; integrated neighbourhood teams)
	Effecting culture change across services (eg delivering public health messages; outcome-focussed, holistic
assessment and person-centred planning)
	Measuring competency in generic and specialist skills, identifying and remedying gaps
	Planning for co-location
	Reviewing system failure

The IWIS Framework cycle
Planning the workshop
IWIS Conversations

Adapting the
IWIS Framework
to meet your
context

What is our focus?
Does it fit with a
pre-existing Theme?
Do we want to mix and match ‘I’
Statements/ Challenge Questions?
Do we want to add
new ones?

Re-scoring
Re-prioritising and action
planning

Selecting IWIS
Conversation
participants
Invitations and
Briefing

Reviewing progress
against your chosen
the ‘I’ Statements

Holding the
IWIS Conversation using
the IWIS Framework
methodology

Reviewing
agreed
actions

SWOT analysis
Scoring
Idea Generation
Prioritisation
Action Planning
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How do I use the Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements Framework?
An Overview
The Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements are contained within six Themes:
Outcomes

Planning

Culture

Enablers

Skills

Shared Spaces

In the IWIS Framework ‘tool’ provided below, each Theme has a Definition, a set of ‘I’ Statements (the end game of
each Theme) and some Challenge Questions.
The Themes, ‘I’ Statements and Challenge Questions are there as a guide. As part of the pre-planning for your IWIS
Conversation, we would recommend that you review them to make sure they are fit for your context. Our experience,
in trialling the IWIS Framework, is that you should feel free to amend, adapt and add new ‘I’ Statements if useful.
Participants in the IWIS conversation use the ‘tool’ to undertake SWOT (Strength/Weakness/Opportunity/Threat)
analyses for their chosen Themes. You can use the IWIS Framework to focus on a single Theme, ‘I’ Statement or
Challenge Question. If you decide to work on a number of Themes simultaneously then your single Theme SWOTs
and scores will help you build a comprehensive picture of your workforce strengths and areas for improvement and
can form the basis of a long term Workforce Strategy.

Who should participate?
This will depend on the service or system under review. The Framework can be adapted for both strategic and
operational planning and has relevance for teams and partnerships. Whatever the context, the IWIS conversation will
only lead to robust assessment and action if the right people are involved. To ensure maximum impact, participants
should be accountable for and have authority to make decisions and take forward any agreed actions.

The Process
1
2
3
4

Decide on a Theme(s)
Agree/amend/develop the Theme Definition, ‘I’ Statements and Challenge Questions
Undertake a SWOT analysis using the relevant Challenge Questions
Agree a score based on the SWOT analysis
The STRENGTHs/WEAKNESSes are the evidence for your score
The OPPORTUNITIES are the options and possibilities available to help you make progress
The THREATS are what might get in the way
5
Generate ideas to improve your score
6	Prioritise your ideas taking into account the resource required, the degree of difficulty and the length of time
required to implement any actions
7
Take your top 3 priorities and plan for implementation
If you have decided to work on more than one Theme or ‘I’ Statement, repeat the process from Step 3.
We have provided a radar graph on Page 37. If you have worked on all 6 Themes you will be able to enter each
Theme score directly on to the radar graph for a clear picture of your current performance. If you have chosen
fewer or different Themes, you can still use the radar graph but you may need to adapt it.
To help you with planning and delivering IWIS Conversations we have provided the following resources in
addition to the Toolkit:
CLICK
HERE

An IWIS Conversation Session Plan

CLICK
HERE

An IWIS Conversation Session Plan
PowerPoint

CLICK
HERE

‘I’ Statements Pool

CLICK
HERE

Frequently Asked Questions

CLICK
HERE

Example briefing document
produced by Thurrock Council
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OUTCOMES

THEME: OUTCOMES
The focus here is on the end result of collaborative or integrated working. The
purpose of service transformation and workforce planning and development is
to ensure excellent, safe and affordable health and social care for those that
need it when they need it.
It is about helping people to lead fulfilling and independent lives for as long as
they are able.

Integrated Workforce I Statements:
I am always focused on better outcomes for people with care and support needs
I understand the vision and purpose of integrated care and the importance of working
collaboratively

Challenge questions
To what extent is workforce planning and development activity resulting in the right workers
with the right skills at the right time to deliver integrated care?
To what extent are workers/organisations focused on delivering personalised care?
To what extent are workers/organisations working collaboratively?
How do you know?

Where are we now?
Use the SWOT analysis on the next page to assess and score your current progress in this area.
Then use the Ideas Generator, Prioritisation Matrix and Action Plan to identify specific actions to
improve your score.
If there is likely to be a large amount of text you may find it easier to use the embedded
Word document. This will need to be saved separately.					

CLICK
HERE

The STRENGTHs/WEAKNESSes are the evidence for your score.
The OPPORTUNITIES are the options and possibilities available to help you make progress.
The THREATS are what might get in the way.
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STRENGTHS
OPPORTUNITIES
THREATS

WEAKNESSES

OUTCOMES

SWOT: OUTCOMES

Scoring
Where are we? On a scale of 1 (fragmented) to 10 (reformed and integrated)

1

2

3

4

5
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OUTCOMES

IDEA GENERATOR
Using the thoughts generated by the SWOT analysis, how can you improve your score?

Theme: OUTCOMES
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6
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OUTCOMES

PRIORITISATION MATRIX
Position the ideas generated to get a sense of what might be possible.
Use £ symbols to show the level of resource required for implementation (ie £, ££, ££).

High Impact
Long time to Implement

High Impact
Quickly Implemented

Low Impact
Long time to Implement

Low Impact
Quickly Implemented
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OUTCOMES

ACTION PLANNING
Keep the actions: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic.
Ensure there is clear ownership and timescales for delivery.

Action
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PLANNING

THEME: PLANNING
This is about understanding your locality: the population, its current and future needs,
and the nature of the workforce required to meet those needs. This includes diversity,
age profile, recruitment hotspots, turnover, attrition rates and current skills mix.
It also involves being clear on the impact any proposed service or system
transformation will have on demand and workforce configuration and ensuring this is
built into your strategic workforce plans.

Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements:
I am confident there are sufficient workers with the right skills in the right places at the right
time to deliver integrated care

Challenge Questions
Are you clear how the change you want to see translates into workforce numbers, skills mix
and management structures?
How are you using/developing the skills in family carers, volunteers and communities?
Have you maximised the flexibility of your existing combined workforce?
Is your planning informed by success and learning from research or other places?
Have you defined the new skills or roles you want to see in the future?
Are you clear where the challenges for workforce will be (eg recruitment hotspots, future
skill deficits)? How will you mitigate any risks?
How will you monitor and adjust your workforce plans in line with changing demand?
How will you ensure that the transition process does not compromise service quality?
Are your plans affordable?

Where are we now?
Use the SWOT analysis on the next page to assess and score your current progress in this area.
Then use the Ideas Generator, Prioritisation Matrix and Action Plan to identify specific actions to
improve your score.
If there is likely to be a large amount of text you may find it easier to use the embedded
Word document. This will need to be saved separately.					

CLICK
HERE

The STRENGTHs/WEAKNESSes are the evidence for your score.
The OPPORTUNITIES are the options and possibilities available to help you make progress..
The THREATS are what might get in the way.
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STRENGTHS
OPPORTUNITIES
THREATS

WEAKNESSES

PLANNING

SWOT: PLANNING

Scoring
Where are we? On a scale of 1 (fragmented) to 10 (reformed and integrated)

1

2

3

4

5
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PLANNING

IDEA GENERATOR
Using the thoughts generated by the SWOT analysis, how can you improve your score?

Theme: PLANNING
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6
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PLANNING

PRIORITISATION MATRIX
Position the ideas generated to get a sense of what might be possible.
Use £ symbols to show the level of resource required for implementation (ie £, ££, ££).

High Impact
Long time to Implement

High Impact
Quickly Implemented

Low Impact
Long time to Implement

Low Impact
Quickly Implemented
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PLANNING

ACTION PLANNING
Keep the actions: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic.
Ensure there is clear ownership and timescales for delivery.

Action
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CULTURE

THEME: CULTURE
This is about building the kind of trust where workers play their part and there is
mutual respect across all sectors and professional areas. It means developing
relationships that can withstand challenge and where people/organisations are
not afraid to ask for support when things are difficult.
It is about being clear what our values are and how they play out in people’s
working lives, relationships with each other and those they are trying to support.

Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements:
I share many of the same values as other workers
I work in a way that takes account of the whole person (eg mental, emotional, spiritual)
maximising their choice and independence
I trust those I work with. I respect and make use of their skills and specialisms and am
confident that my skills and knowledge are equally valued.
I am part of a team that is recognised and effectively supported by senior managers and
other stakeholders.

Challenge questions
Are all stakeholders identified? Are they all involved and committed to the transformation?
Is everyone (workers, leaders, organisations) clear what the values are, what they mean
and how they translate into day to day practice?
Are all leaders modelling the values in approach, communications and behaviours?
How are leaders supported in ensuring values are embedded in practice?
Would customers/patients say that workers are person-centred in their approach?
Can workers/organisations hold each other to account?
Can workers/organisations ask for support at difficult times?
Do workers/organisations collectively own the decisions made?
Do all workers (paid and unpaid) believe they are equally valued for their contribution?
How do you know?

Where are we now?
Use the SWOT analysis on the next page to assess and score your current progress in this area.
Then use the Ideas Generator, Prioritisation Matrix and Action Plan to identify specific actions to
improve your score.
If there is likely to be a large amount of text you may find it easier to use the embedded
Word document. This will need to be saved separately.					

CLICK
HERE

The STRENGTHs/WEAKNESSes are the evidence for your score.
The OPPORTUNITIES are the options and possibilities available to help you make progress.
The THREATS are what might get in the way.
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STRENGTHS
OPPORTUNITIES
THREATS

WEAKNESSES

CULTURE

SWOT: CULTURE

Scoring
Where are we? On a scale of 1 (fragmented) to 10 (reformed and integrated)

1

2

3

4

5
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CULTURE

IDEA GENERATOR
Using the thoughts generated by the SWOT analysis, how can you improve your score?

Theme: CULTURE
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6
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CULTURE

PRIORITISATION MATRIX
Position the ideas generated to get a sense of what might be possible.
Use £ symbols to show the level of resource required for implementation (ie £, ££, ££).

High Impact
Long time to Implement

High Impact
Quickly Implemented

Low Impact
Long time to Implement

Low Impact
Quickly Implemented
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CULTURE

ACTION PLANNING
Keep the actions: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic.
Ensure there is clear ownership and timescales for delivery.

Action
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ENABLERS

THEME: ENABLERS
This theme focuses on the barriers – often structural and process – that
undermine collaborative working. These include: recruitment and retention
practices, pay levels, terms and conditions, technology, referral and response
systems, governance and management structures, information sharing
protocols, physical environment and property strategies.
Communication is included here as a key enabler. This is about organisation
and system-wide communication and engagement; but also worker to worker
communication. It goes deeper than the avoidance of acronyms and involves
the shared understanding of concepts such as ‘holistic’ or ‘person-centred’ and
‘re-ablement’.

Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements:
I have the right tools, processes and systems to do my job effectively
I use the same language as other workers so that we fully understand each other

Challenge Questions
To what extent do our systems (communication, IT, commissioning, HR, data sharing etc)
support our vision of integrated working?
Are our communications easily accessible and jargon free?
Do we empower workers to share ideas, get involved in planning and implementation of
service transformation?
Do we regularly seek feedback on how our systems are supporting collaborative working,
using that feedback to change how we work?
How do we have regard to the health and well-being of our combined workforce?

Where are we now?
Use the SWOT analysis on the next page to assess and score your current progress in this area.
Then use the Ideas Generator, Prioritisation Matrix and Action Plan to identify specific actions to
improve your score.
If there is likely to be a large amount of text you may find it easier to use the embedded
Word document. This will need to be saved separately.					

CLICK
HERE

The STRENGTHs/WEAKNESSes are the evidence for your score.
The OPPORTUNITIES are the options and possibilities available to help you make progress.
The THREATS are what might get in the way.
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STRENGTHS
OPPORTUNITIES
THREATS

WEAKNESSES

ENABLERS

SWOT: ENABLERS

Scoring
Where are we? On a scale of 1 (fragmented) to 10 (reformed and integrated)

1

2

3

4

5
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ENABLERS

IDEA GENERATOR
Using the thoughts generated by the SWOT analysis, how can you improve your score?

Theme: ENABLERS
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6
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ENABLERS

PRIORITISATION MATRIX
Position the ideas generated to get a sense of what might be possible.
Use £ symbols to show the level of resource required for implementation (ie £, ££, ££).

High Impact
Long time to Implement

High Impact
Quickly Implemented

Low Impact
Long time to Implement

Low Impact
Quickly Implemented
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ENABLERS

ACTION PLANNING
Keep the actions: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic.
Ensure there is clear ownership and timescales for delivery.

Action
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SKILLS

THEME: SKILLS
This is about individuals and organisations being clear what knowledge, skills
and behaviours are needed to deliver integrated care.
It involves getting the right balance of generic and specialist skills, ensuring
ongoing professional development and clarifying levels of responsibility and
accountability for different roles and levels

Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements:
I have the right skills, knowledge and approach to deliver integrated care

Challenge Questions
Has a baseline of knowledge, skills and approach been agreed for all workers working in
support of integrated care?
Do workers, managers and organisations know what good looks like? How is this
communicated and performance managed?
Have agreed joint frameworks of competency for different roles and levels, including leaders
and managers, been developed?
Are training and development opportunities to develop the ‘right skills, knowledge and
approach’ readily accessible for all workers?
To what extent are apprenticeships used to help deliver the ‘right skills, knowledge and
approach’ to integrated care?
Are development programmes jointly designed, delivered and evaluated by partners across
health and social care?

Where are we now?
Use the SWOT analysis on the next page to assess and score your current progress in this area.
Then use the Ideas Generator, Prioritisation Matrix and Action Plan to identify specific actions to
improve your score.
If there is likely to be a large amount of text you may find it easier to use the embedded
Word document. This will need to be saved separately.					

CLICK
HERE

The STRENGTHs/WEAKNESSes are the evidence for your score.
The OPPORTUNITIES are the options and possibilities available to help you make progress.
The THREATS are what might get in the way.
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STRENGTHS
THREATS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

SKILLS

SWOT: SKILLS

Scoring
Where are we? On a scale of 1 (fragmented) to 10 (reformed and integrated)

1

2

3

4

5
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SKILLS

IDEA GENERATOR
Using the thoughts generated by the SWOT analysis, how can you improve your score?

Theme: SKILLS
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6
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SKILLS

PRIORITISATION MATRIX
Position the ideas generated to get a sense of what might be possible.
Use £ symbols to show the level of resource required for implementation (ie £, ££, ££).

High Impact
Long time to Implement

High Impact
Quickly Implemented

Low Impact
Long time to Implement

Low Impact
Quickly Implemented
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SKILLS

ACTION PLANNING
Keep the actions: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic.
Ensure there is clear ownership and timescales for delivery.

Action
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SHARED SPACES

THEME: SHARED SPACES
This is about workers who are versatile, adaptable and flexible: able to work in different settings and contexts
using transferable skills and knowledge and acquiring new skills as required. It is about workers who are
comfortable working alongside individuals, families, carers and communities and also with each other.
Systemically it means providing opportunities for people to get to know each other, to learn, plan, deliver
and evaluate together at all stages of their career from initial training and induction onwards.
There are links with all the other Themes. For example Shared Spaces includes joint recruitment,
succession planning strategies, leadership development and grow your own initiatives.

Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements:
I am confident to work in different contexts, across organisations and in collaboration with others.
I was trained and continue my professional development alongside workers from different
professional backgrounds
I work alongside people, their carers, networks and communities drawing on their expertise
and skills

Challenge Questions
To what extent do workers from different professions train together?
How does initial professional education at Higher Education Institutions and in Further
Education reflect the local vision for integrated care?
How are new roles jointly identified and planned for?
To what extent are system-wide, multi-agency career development opportunities/talent
management and progression pathways a) developed and b) well known?
To what extent is workforce planning and development (including recruitment activity) jointly
planned, delivered and evaluated by those organisations involved in delivering integrated care?
How is the learning arising from joint working being used to improve services?

Where are we now?
Use the SWOT analysis on the next page to assess and score your current progress in this area.
Then use the Ideas Generator, Prioritisation Matrix and Action Plan to identify specific actions to
improve your score.
If there is likely to be a large amount of text you may find it easier to use the embedded
Word document. This will need to be saved separately.					

CLICK
HERE

The STRENGTHs/WEAKNESSes are the evidence
for your score.
The OPPORTUNITIES are the options and
possibilities available to help you make progress.
The THREATS are what might get in the way.
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STRENGTHS
OPPORTUNITIES
WEAKNESSES
THREATS

SHARED SPACES

SWOT: SHARED SPACES

Scoring
Where are we? On a scale of 1 (fragmented) to 10 (reformed and integrated)

1

2

3

4

5
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SHARED SPACES

IDEA GENERATOR
Using the thoughts generated by the SWOT analysis, how can you improve your score?

Theme: SHARED SPACES
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6
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SHARED SPACES

PRIORITISATION MATRIX
Position the ideas generated to get a sense of what might be possible.
Use £ symbols to show the level of resource required for implementation (ie £, ££, ££).

High Impact
Long time to Implement

High Impact
Quickly Implemented

Low Impact
Long time to Implement

Low Impact
Quickly Implemented
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SHARED SPACES

ACTION PLANNING
Keep the actions: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic.
Ensure there is clear ownership and timescales for delivery.

Action
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The Big Picture: Review the six SWOT analyses

1

Plot your scores for each Theme on an Excel Radar Graph
Click on the icon (right) to open a new Excel Radar Graph.

CLICK
HERE

Once completed, you will need to save your Excel document as a new file.

An example of an Excel Radar Graph showing IWIS Theme scores.

2

Building a Workforce Strategy
If you have worked on a number of Themes and/or ‘I’ Statements, use the
template on Page 38 to identify:
3 Key Strengths
3 Key Weaknesses
3 Opportunities
3 Threats
These will form the basis of your longer term strategy.
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Integrated Workforce ‘I’ Statements SWOT analysis
Strength 1:

Opportunity 1:

Strength 2:

Opportunity 2:

Strength 3:

Opportunity 3:

Weaknesses 1:

Threats 1:

Weaknesses 2:

Threats 2:

Weaknesses 3:

Threats 3:
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Appendix One
Integrated Workforce I Statements (IWIS)
Outcomes
I am always focused on better outcomes for people with care and support needs
I understand the vision and purpose of integrated care and the importance of working
collaboratively

Planning
I am confident there are sufficient workers with the right skills in the right places at the right time to
deliver integrated care

Culture
I share many of the same values as other workers
I work in a way that takes account of the whole person (eg mental, emotional, spiritual) maximising
their choice and independence
I trust those I work with. I respect and make use of their skills and specialisms and am confident
that my skills and knowledge are equally valued
I am part of a team that is recognised and effectively supported by senior managers and other
stakeholders

Enablers
I have the right tools, processes and systems to do my job effectively
I use the same language as other workers so that we fully understand each other

Skills
I have the right skills, knowledge and approach to deliver integrated care

Shared spaces
I am confident to work in different contexts, across organisations and in collaboration with others
I was trained and continue my professional development alongside workers from different
professional backgrounds
I work alongside people, their carers, networks and communities drawing on their expertise
and skills
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Appendix Two
Sharing ideas, contacts and resources
Resource
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Appendix Three
Useful References/Acknowledgements
NHS Five Year Forward View (October 2014)
NHS Delivering the Forward View: NHS planning guidance 2016/17 – 2020/21 (2015)
Department of Health/Department for Communities and Local Government, 2016/17 Better Care Fund Policy
Framework (January 2016)
Brittain, K, Time for Change: the Challenge Ahead, (AVECO 2015)
Centre for Workforce Intelligence/Institute of Public Care, Think integration, think workforce: Three steps to
workforce integration, (2013)
Skills for Care (SfC), Think Local Act Personal, Skills for Health, the Local Government Association, NHS Employers
and the Association for Directors of Adult Social Services, The principles of workforce integration (Leeds 2014)
Think Local Act Personal, Making it Real: marking progress towards personalised, community based support. (2012)
Children’s Workforce Development Council, One Children’s Workforce Tool (Leeds 2008/9)
Skills for Care/Association for Directors of Adult Social Care, Step by Step: Workforce commissioning in adult social
care: a detailed guide for local authorities and their partners (Leeds 2010)
NHS Health Education England, Investing in people for health and health care: Workforce Plan for England 2014-15
(2014)
Coalition for Collaborative Care, Discussion paper: Workforce (November 2015)
Local Government Association/Association of Directors of Adult Social Services, Adult Social Care, health and
wellbeing: A shared commitment 2015 spending Review Submission, (September 2015)
Healthy London Partnership Workforce Programme, London Workforce Strategic Framework (March 2016)
East Midlands, Workforce Development Strategy for Adult Social Care (October 2014)
Skills for Health, Six Step Methodology for Integrated Workforce Planning (accessed April 2016)
http://www.skillsforhealth.org.uk/resources/guidance-documents/120-six-steps-methodology-tointegratedworkforce-planning
Department of Health, Delivering high quality, effective, compassionate care: Developing the right people with the
right skills and the right values. A Mandate from the Government to Health Education England April 2015-March
2016, (April 2015)
Skills for Care, Resources for Workforce Integration (accessed April 2016)
http://www.skillsforcare.org.uk/Leadership-management/Workforce-integration/Workforce-integration.aspx
Skills for Care, The principles of workforce redesign (Leeds 2014)
Skills for Care, Practical approaches to workforce planning (Leeds 2014)
Department of Health (Monitor) Strategy Development, A toolkit for NHS providers (accessed April 2016)
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/strategy-development-a-toolkit-for-nhs-providers
Better Care Fund Workforce Mapping, Resources and links to support workforce planning and
development (see embedded file)

CLICK
HERE

Local Government Association Stepping Up to the Place: Integration self-assessment tool (November 2016)
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